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1. INTRODUCTION
Recent developments in multimedia have led to an unprecedented
increase in digitally stored information. This increase and the projected
growth in the volume of telecommunications have made it critically important to store and transmit files in a compressed form. The need to quickly
access this data has given rise to a new paradigm in searching, that of
compressed matching. Previously, the main thrust in the study of data
compression has been to achieve compressions that are efficient in packing
while also being practical in time and space usage. This is no longer
sufficient. In w1, 2x, a new goal for compression was introduced. The
compression must have the additional property of allowing pattern matching in the compressed data without the need to decompress.
In traditional pattern matching, all occurrences of pattern P in text T
are sought. The pattern and text are explicitly given. In compressed
pattern matching the goal is the same, but, the text is given in compressed
form. Let c be a compression algorithm, and let cŽT . be the result of c
compressing text T. A compressed matching algorithm is optimal if its
time complexity is O Ž< cŽT .<..
The problem as defined above is equally applicable to text Žone dimensional. and image Žtwo dimensional. data. Recently, it was shown that the
LZW compression used by UNIX has an optimal compressed matching
algorithm w5x. The LZW compression is an adaptive one-dimensional
compression scheme.
The compressed matching problem is considered even more crucial in
image databases. In fact, the initial definition of the compressed matching
paradigm was motivated by the two-dimensional run-length compression
used in FAX transmissions. It is defined as follows:
Let S s s1 s2 ??? sn be a string over some alphabet S. The run-length
compression of string S is the string SX s s 1r 1s 2r 2 ??? s kr k such that: Ž1.
si / siq1 for 1 F i - k; and Ž2. S can be described as the concatenation
of k segments, the symbol s 1 repeated r 1 times, the symbol s 2 repeated
r 2 times, . . . , and the symbol s k repeated r k times. The two-dimensional
run-length compression is the concatenation of the run-length compression
of all the matrix rows Žor columns..
In w1x, a compressed matching algorithm for the two-dimensional runlength compression was presented, whose running time is O Ž< cŽT .<
log < cŽT .<.. Although optimal time was not achieved in w1x, a new tool was
developed, that of two-dimensional periodicity. Two-dimensional periodicity
has since played an important role in two-dimensional matching. In w3x, it
was used to achieve the first linear-time, alphabet-independent, two-dimensional text scanning. Later, in w10x it was used for a linear-time witness
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table construction. In w4x it was used to achieve the first parallel, time and
work optimal, CREW algorithm for text scanning. A simpler variant of
periodicity was used by w9x to obtain a constant-time CRCW algorithm for
text scanning. Recently in w13x an attempt has been made to generalize
periodicity analysis to higher dimensions and in w11x two-dimensional
matching techniques have been applied to three dimensions.
The two-dimensional compressed matching problem is a critical one.
The search for its solution has already produced a powerful technique in
two-dimensional matching. Yet, an optimal compressed matching algorithm had proven elusive. The bottleneck had been the need for many
duels, each requiring a witness. The idea of dueling has been useful in
string matching since its introduction in 1985 w14x. At its heart lies the
concept that two overlapping potential occurrences of a pattern string in a
text can use the content of a predetermined text position or witness in the
overlap to eliminate one of them. In uncompressed matching a witness
location in the text can be accessed in constant time. This is not true in a
compressed text where binary search would appear to be the best option.
Binary search introduces a log factor which at first glance would appear to
prohibit an optimal algorithm, but, if the number of witnesses can be made
to decrease geometrically, then the log overhead to search for a witness
can be overcome w8x. However, this is not easy to ensure in the case of
radiant periodic patterns where the algorithm in w1x eliminates candidates
one by one. Thus, the need to reduce the number of duels and to eliminate
many candidates without a text look-up.
The main contributions of this paper are:
The first known optimal algorithm for two-dimensional compressed
matching. Our algorithm finds all occurrences of pattern P in run-length
compressed text in time O Ž< cŽT .<.. This optimal result is obtained by using
new theorems on two-dimensional periodicity, as well as fast look-up via
finger trees.
v

A new and deeper understanding of two-dimensional periodicity.
This gives the surprising ability to eliminate some candidates without
looking at any witnesses.
v

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
formally state the problem we solve. In Section 3 we give a brief description of two-dimensional periodicity and witness tables. In Section 4, we
present new properties of two-dimensional periodicity that make our linear
time algorithm possible. In Section 5, we give an overview of our algorithm
and in Sections 6, 7, and 8 we present the details.
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2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
The Two-Dimensional Run-Length Compressed Matching Problem is defined as follows:
Input: Two-dimensional run-length compressed text array T ; Pattern
array P. The uncompressed size of T is n = n. The compressed size is
< cŽT .<. The size of the pattern is m = m. The elements in the text and
pattern are taken from an alphabet set S.
Output: All locations in T where P occurs, i.e., the set Ž i, j .: T w i q k,
j q l x s P w k, l x k, l s 0 . . . m y 14 .
Although stated in terms of square arrays, the problem Žand our
solution. generalizes to rectangular arrays. We require the following
definitions for pattern arrays.
DEFINITION 1. A tri¨ ial pattern is one in which every element contains
the same character. A seam is an occurrence of two different, adjacent
characters in the same row or column. A stripe is a row or column without
a seam.
In order to make the running time insensitive to the size of the output,
we do not allow trivial patterns. If the text and the pattern are both trivial
with the same character, then the output size is O ŽT .. Under this condition, for any compression scheme, no algorithm can be efficient. All other
patterns contain a seam. Seams are important because they appear explicitly in the run-length compression. Since the number of seams in the text is
O Ž< cŽT .<. for run-length compression, our algorithm will be unaffected by
output size.
In order to deal with stripes, we require both a row compressed form
and a column compressed form of the text. We assume that both are
available.
Our algorithm solves the two-dimensional run-length compressed matching problem in time O Ž< cŽT .< q < P <.. Note that this algorithm is truly linear
in that it runs in the increasingly prominent alphabet independent model in
which the alphabet is unordered and only equality of characters can be
tested. Thus it matches the extremely weak model assumed by, e.g., w12x.

3. TWO-DIMENSIONAL PERIODICITY AND
WITNESS TABLES
3.1. Two-Dimensional Periodicity
Our algorithm uses the periodicity class of the pattern. In w2x, periodicity
in two-dimensional arrays is defined based on the ability of an array A to
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overlap itself without mismatch. For simplicity, let A be an m = m array
Žalthough A can be any rectangular array..
DEFINITION 2. Each corner of A is included in a subarray called a
quadrant Žsee Fig. 1. of size mr3 = mr3 or less. Aw0, 0x is included in
quadrant I and Aw m y 1, 0x is included in quadrant II. Two copies of an
array are in register if some of their elements overlap and there are no
mismatches between overlapping elements. Given two copies of A, if
Aw0, 0x overlaps Aw r, c x Ž c ) 0. and the copies are in register, then Aw r, c x
is a quadrant I source and vector v s r y q cx Žor simply Ž r, c .. is a
quadrant I symmetry ¨ ector where y is the unit vector in the direction of
increasing row index and x is the unit vector in the direction of increasing

FIG. 1. Each overlap without mismatch defines a source and a symmetry ¨ ector Žbold
arrows..
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column index. If Aw m y 1, 0x overlaps Aw r, c x Ž r - m y 1. and the copies
are in register, then Aw r, c x is a quadrant II source and vector v s Ž r y m
q 1. y q cx is a quadrant II symmetry ¨ ector. The length < v < of a symmetry
vector v is the maximum of the absolute values of its coefficients. A
lexicographic ordering of quadrant I vectors Žquadrant II vectors. is accomplished by sorting the vectors first by length, and then for vectors of the
same length, by reverse sorting them by column coefficient and then
sorting them by row coefficient Žby reverse sorting them by absolute value
of row coefficient and then sorting them by column coefficient .. A shortest
vector is the smallest in its lexicographic ordering. The basis ¨ ectors for
array A consist of the shortest quadrant I vector Žif any. and the shortest
quadrant II vector Žif any.. A symmetry vector is mrd periodic if it has
length - mrd where d G 3.
DEFINITION 3. If a copy of a pattern A occurs in a text B, then the
location of Aw0, 0x in that copy is a quadrant I source of the pattern in the
text and the location of Aw m y 1, 0x is a quadrant II source in the text.
Sources of a pattern in a text are ordered monotonically if they are
nondecreasing in both row and column indices Žquadrant I sources. or
nonincreasing in row index and nondecreasing in column index Žquadrant
II sources..
There are four classes of periodicity for rectangular arrays w2x, determined by the periodicity of the basis vectors. Consider an mrd = mrd
block B of text. The periodicity class of pattern A determines the number
and arrangement of sources of the pattern Žin the descriptions below,
either all quadrant I or all quadrant II. that can occur in text block B ŽFig.
2.. It is important to note that due to the size of B, if two sources occur in
B, their patterns must overlap:
1. Nonperiodic. Neither basis vector is mrd periodic. Only one
source of A can lie in B.

FIG. 2. Examples of how sources of the pattern could appear in an mrd = mrd block of
text. Ža. lattice periodic; Žb. line periodic; Žc. radiant periodic.
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2. Lattice Periodic. Both basis vectors are mrd periodic. Multiple,
noncollinear sources of A can lie in B. They must lie on the nodes of a
lattice determined by the basis vectors.
3. Line Periodic. Only one basis vector is mrd periodic. Multiple,
collinear sources of A can lie in B.
4. Radiant Periodic. Only one basis vector is mrd periodic. Multiple, noncollinear sources of A can lie in B. The sources can be ordered
monotonically.
3.2. Witness Tables
DEFINITION 4. A candidate pattern is a subarray of the text which we
have not rejected as a copy of the pattern. A candidate is the location in
the text that corresponds to the element P w0, 0x of a candidate pattern Ži.e.,
the origin of the candidate pattern.. A candidate pattern is an occurrence
if it actually is a copy of the pattern. A block or subarray of text is acti¨ e if
it contains a candidate. Two candidates are compatible if they could
simultaneously be occurrences. That is, either the occurrences would not
overlap or they would overlap without mismatch. A set of candidates is
compatible if every pair of candidates in the set is compatible.
An important feature in recent pattern matching algorithms w3, 7, 9, 10,
14x has been the use of a Witness table. If we are given two overlapping
candidate patterns that are incompatible, the witness table gives us a
location in their overlap where the candidates disagree on the character.
By looking at the text character at that location, at least one of the
candidates can be eliminated. This is the ‘‘duel paradigm’’ introduced by
Vishkin w14x.
The Witness table we use has been described fully in w2x. Specifically,
Witness tells us the following information in constant time ŽFig. 3.. Given
two candidates, C1 at text location T w r, c x and C2 at text location T w r q i,
c q j x, if Witnessw i, j x s w m, m x then the candidate patterns are compatible. Otherwise, Witnessw i, j x s w a, b x, and text location T w r q i q a, c q
j q b x matches at most one of pattern locations P w a, b x Žthe candidate
pattern at C2 . or P w i q a, j q b x Žthe candidate pattern at C1 .. If we know
the character at the text location, we can eliminate either one or the other
or both of the candidates. In w2x we gave a serial algorithm for computing
the Witness array that runs in time O Ž m2 log m.. The time was improved to
O Ž m2 . by w10x.
If the pattern is lattice periodic, we have need of an additional table.
Suppose we are given two sets S1 and S2 of candidates in a block of the
text such that all the candidate patterns overlap and all the candidates
within S1 are compatible and all the candidates within S2 are compatible,
but any candidate from S1 is incompatible with any candidate from S2 . We
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FIG. 3. The witness table gives the location of a mismatch Žif one exists. for two
overlapping patterns. Here, Witnessw i, j x s Ž a, b ..

know that every one of the candidates in at least one set mismatches the
text, but which set? By performing duels between each candidate in S1 and
every candidate in S2 , we could determine which set to discard. But, in
general, this takes too long. We would like a single witness to do the trick.
If the pattern is lattice periodic, it is always possible to arbitrarily choose a
single candidate from S1 and a single candidate from S2 and find a witness
that is an element of all the other candidates. Thus a single character in
the text eliminates all the candidates in one or the other or both sets. The
method requires a second witness table Alt-Witness. The construction of
this table is straightforward and has been described Žalong with the proof
that a single witness can be used when the pattern is lattice periodic. in w4x.
4. PERIODICITY PROPERTIES
Consider again, the case where we are given two sets S1 and S2 of
overlapping candidates such that all the candidates within S1 are compatible and all the candidates within S2 are compatible, but the two sets are
incompatible. If the pattern is lattice periodic, we know how to use a single
witness to determine which set to discard. Here, we show that when the
pattern is line or radiant periodic, it is possible to discard candidates
without looking at any witnesses.
DEFINITION 5. For a pattern array P, a rectangular subarray P X ; P is
a maximal mrd lattice periodic subarray if:
1. P X is mrd lattice periodic.
2. any subarray Q formed by extending P X within P by one row or
one column is not mrd lattice periodic.
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At the end of this section, we show how to find a maximal lattice
periodic subarray. Below, we prove three theorems that allow us to
accomplish the following:
If a subarray P X of a pattern P is maximal lattice periodic, then by
finding occurrences of P X in the text, we can monotonically order candidates without looking at any witnesses.
v

Let RX and CX be subarrays consisting, respectively, of the first r
rows and first c columns of a pattern Žwhere the quadrant I basis vector is
v s Ž r, c ... If monotonically ordered candidate patterns contain occurrences of both RX and CX , then we can make the candidates compatible
without looking at witnesses.
v

Let RX and CX be as above. Let Rˆ and Cˆ be the subarrays
consisting, respectively, of the last r rows and last c columns of a pattern.
Let P X and Pˆ be maximal lattice periodic subarrays occupying, respectively, the upper left and lower right corners of P. If monotonically
ˆ CX , and C,
ˆ or if
ordered candidate patterns contain occurrences of P X , P,
ˆ
monotonically ordered candidate patterns contain occurrences of P X , P,
ˆ then we can make candidates compatible without looking at
RX , and R,
witnesses.
v

The algorithmic steps presented in Section 6 closely follow these theorems. Below, we assume that candidates A and B occur within a block of
text no larger than mr5 = mr5.
THEOREM 1. Let A and B be two incompatible, nonmonotonically ordered
candidates patterns for P with A left of and below B. Additionally, let A and B
both contain occurrences of a maximal lattice periodic subarray P X ; P. If P X
has width - m, then A is not an occurrence of P and if P X has height - m
then B is not an occurrence of P.
Proof. ŽSee Fig. 4.. Let Q be P X with one additional row or column
added. That is if P X is k = l then Q is either Ž k q 1. = l or k = Ž l q 1..
Now, two copies of Q at A and B cannot be compatible, so Q A and Q B
must have a witness. If Q is k = Ž l q 1., then the witness must occur in
the part of column l q 1 relative to A that overlaps Q B . But, this actually
overlaps PBX , so the witness agrees with candidate B, not A. Similarly, if Q
is Ž k q 1. = l then the witness must occur in the part of row k q 1 relative
to B that overlaps Q A . But this actually overlaps PAX , so the witness agrees
with candidate A, not B. In the first case, P X has width - m and in the
second case, P X has height - m. Since P contains one or the other or
both cases of Q, either A or B or both can not be an occurrence of P.
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FIG. 4. The witness occurs in the shaded region and therefore must agree with B.

COROLLARY 2. If A and B are incompatible and are not monotonically
ordered, then we can determine which one is not an occurrence of P by the size
of P X without looking at a witness.
THEOREM 3. Let A and B be two monotonically ordered incompatible
candidate patterns, with B below andror right of A. Let v s Ž r, c . be the
quadrant I basis ¨ ector of the pattern. Then a witness for A and B occurs
within the first r rows or the first c columns of B.
Proof. ŽSee Fig. 5.. For a pattern P, let PŽ r, c. be the elements of the
first r rows and the first c columns. Let Pv be the set Ž i, j . g P:
Ž i y r, j y c . g P 4 . In other words, Pv is all of P except PŽ r, c. . The witness
w occurs somewhere within S s A l B. If w occurs within SŽ r, c. ; BŽ r, c.
then we are done. Suppose it does not. Then w occurs somewhere in
Sv s A l Bv . But every element w in Sv can be mapped to an identical
element wX in SŽ r, c. by one or more applications of yv. Since SŽ r, c. ; BŽ r, c. ,
if A and B differ at w, they also differ at wX .
COROLLARY 4. If A and B are incompatible, monotonically ordered and
the first r rows and first c columns of B match the text, then A cannot be an
occurrence of P.
THEOREM 5. Let A and B be two monotonically ordered incompatible
candidates with B below andror right of A. Let v s Ž r, c . be the quadrant I
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FIG. 5. Any witness can be mapped into the first r rows or c columns of B by one or
more applications of yv.

basis ¨ ector of the pattern. Let P X and Pˆ be two maximal lattice periodic
subarrays of P of size at least 3mr5 = 3mr5 with P X containing P w0, 0x and Pˆ
containing P w m y 1, m y 1x. Let A and B both contain occurrences of P X and
P̂. Then, there exists a witness for A and B which occurs either within the first r
rows of B or the last r rows of A. Ž Alternately, within the first c columns of B
or the last c columns of A..
Proof. First, notice that because the size of both P X and Pˆ is at least
3mr5 = 3mr5 and A and B occur in a region of size at most mr5 = mr5,
the rectangular regions PAX l PBX s PAX l B and PˆB l PˆA s PˆB l A overlap. Second, if a witness could be mapped into the overlap of PAX and PBX or
into the overlap of PˆA and PˆB then the two copies of P X or the two copies
of Pˆ could not both exist in the text.
Because A and B are incompatible, they must contain a witness and
that witness must occur in either of the two lightly shaded regions in Fig. 6,
that is, either below PAX and to the left of PˆB or above PˆB and to the right
of PAX .
For any witness w that occurs below PAX and to the left of PˆB , if w is not
in the last r rows of A, then it must map into the last r rows of A by
vector v Želse it would map into PˆB l PˆA .. Similarly for any witness w that
occurs above PˆB and to the right of PAX , if w is not in the first r rows of B,
then it must map into the first r rows of B by vector yv.
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FIG. 6. A witness in the lower left lightly shaded region must map into the last r rows of
A and a witness in the upper right lightly shaded region must map into the first r rows of B.

A similar argument shows that there exist a witness that occurs either
within the first c columns of B or the last c columns of A.
COROLLARY 6. Let A and B be incompatible and monotonically ordered
ˆ RX , and R.
ˆ If a witness occurs
and let both contain occurrences of P X , P,
X
below PA then B can not be an occurrence of P. If a witness occurs to the right
of PAX then A can not be an occurrence of P.
Obser¨ ation 7. Let P be mrd line or radiant periodic with a quadrant
I basis vector v s Ž r, c .. If P is radiant periodic, it is nonperiodic in a
block of size r = c and if it is line periodic, it is nonperiodic in both a
block of size r = mrd and a block of size mrd = c.
4.1. Maximal Lattice Periodic Subarrays
For the algorithm presented in Section 6, we need a maximal lattice
periodic subarray if the pattern is radiant periodic. In w10x it was shown
that an m = m array that is mrd radiant periodic Ž d G 4. has a lattice
periodic subarray of size at least ŽŽŽ d y 2. m.rd . = ŽŽŽ d y 2. m.rd .. This
subarray can be extended to a maximal lattice periodic subarray.
The next theorem establishes that if an m = m array P is mrd periodic
in quadrant I only and P X a subarray of P of size at least 3mrd = 3mrd is
mrd periodic in both quadrants, then if P X is extended within P and the
quadrant II basis vector changes, then the new basis vector Žif any. cannot
also be mrd periodic. In other words, if we originally know the quadrant
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II basis vector, then when we observe that it changes, we do not have to
worry that the new basis vector Žif any. is also mrd periodic. Thus, to find
a maximal lattice periodic subarray, we start with a known subarray that is
lattice periodic with known basis vectors. Then we extend the array one
row at a time Žat the top and bottom. until the quadrant II basis vector
v2 s Ž r 2 , c 2 . changes. We back up one row and extend by one column at a
time Žat the left and right sides. until the quadrant II basis vector changes
again and then back up by one column. To determine if the basis vector
changes, we merely test the character x in P w r, c x Žwhere r or c is the new
row or column. to see if it matches the corresponding character at
P w r q r 2 , c q c 2 x or P w r y r 2 , c y c 2 x.
Although the following theorem is written in terms of quadrant I, by
symmetry, it applies also to quadrant II.
THEOREM 8. Let P be an m = m array that is mrd periodic in quadrant I
only Ž with d G 5.. Let P X be an mrd lattice periodic subarray of P of size at
least 3mrd = 3mrd and let its quadrant II basis ¨ ector be v2 . Then no
extension Q of P X by one row or one column within P can ha¨ e a quadrant II
basis ¨ ector u such that u / v2 and < u < - mrd.
Proof. ŽSee Fig. 7.. Let the periodic basis vector of P be v s Ž r, c ..
Wolog, suppose Q is P X with an additional column along the right side.
ŽOther cases can be reflected or rotated into this case.. Let P X be of size
k = l and let the quadrants I and II basis vectors of P X be v1 s Ž r 1 , c1 . and
v2 s Ž r 2 , c 2 .. Let Q have a quadrant II basis vector u / v2 with < u < - mrd.
Note that < u < G < v2 <. We show that v2 is a symmetry vector of Q and
therefore u is not a basis vector.
To show that v2 is a symmetry vector of Q, we need only show that the
upper k y < r 2 < elements of the last column of Q can be mapped from

X
FIG. 7. Each of the following subarrays is identical to some subarray of Pv 2 . Ža. Ž Q v . v 2 ;
Žb. Ž Q u . v ; Žc. Ž Q x . v .
2
2
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identical elements by vector v2 . That is, we must satisfy the condition
Q 0..k y < r 2 < y 1, l matches Q < r 2 < ..k y 1, l y c 2
Define Pw as the subarray  u g P: u y w g P 4 . If w s Ž rw , c w . is a
quadrant II symmetry vector, then every element P w x, y x of Pw satisfies
P w x, y x s P w x q < rw <, y y c w x. Specifically, every element of P¨ 2 satisfies
P w x, y x s P w x q < r 2 <, y y c 2 x.
Observe first that v must be a quadrant I periodic vector of Q. ŽSince Q
is a subarray of P.. Therefore, Qw r, c x is a quadrant I source. Since c ) 0
Ža necessary condition for a quadrant I symmetry vector., Q¨ is identical to
a subarray of P X . Then Ž Q¨ . ¨ 2 is identical to a subarray of P¨X 2 . Therefore,
we have satisfied
Q r ..k y < r 2 < y 1, l matches Q r q < r 2 < ..k y 1, l y c 2 .
Case 1. c u ) 0. Q u is identical to a subarray of P X and Ž Q u . ¨ 2 is
identical to a subarray of P¨X 2 . Therefore, we have satisfied
Q 0..k y < ru < y < r 2 < y 1, l matches Q < r 2 < ..k y < ru < y 1, l y c 2 .
Since all of r, r 2 , ru - mrd and k G 3mrd, 0 F k y r y < ru < y < r 2 < y 1 and
r F k y < ru < y < r 2 < y 1. Thus the entire upper k y < r 2 < elements of the
column have been covered.
Case 2. c u s 0. Let i s minŽ j: r y j ? < ru < F 0, j s 1, 2 . . . .. Since i ? u
is a quadrant II vector and v is a quadrant I vector, then by Lemma 2 of
w2x, x s i ? u q v is a quadrant II symmetry vector with c x s c ) 0 and
< r x < - mrd. Thus, Q x is a subarray of P X , and Ž Q x . v is a subarray of PvX .
2
2
Therefore, we have satisfied
Q 0..k y < r x < y < r 2 < y 1, l matches Q < r 2 < ..k y < r x < y 1, l y c 2 .
But, r F k y < r x < y 1. Thus again, the entire upper k y < r 2 < elements of
the column have been covered.

5. ALGORITHM OVERVIEW
Below, we outline our algorithm for the two-dimensional run-length
compressed matching problem.
Algorithm o¨ er¨ iew. Our algorithm consists of a pattern preprocessing
part and a text scanning part.
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Pattern preprocessing Ž time: O Ž< P <... For periodicity class and witness
tables. ŽSee Section 7..
Text processing Ž time: O Ž< cŽT .<... Performed in three phases:
Candidate selection: A text scan to determine candidates. This
restricts the number of candidates to O Ž< cŽT .<..
Block compatibility: A partition of the candidates into active blocks
of the uncompressed text of size mrd = mrd Ž d s constant.. Within each
block, some candidates may be eliminated so that the remaining set of
candidates is compatible. This critical phase of the algorithm uses the
periodicity class of the pattern.
Verification: A text scan to verify that candidates are occurrences.
v

v

v

6. TEXT ANALYSIS: BLOCK COMPATIBILITY PHASE
The text analysis is performed in three phases as outlined in the
overview. We concentrate in this section on the Block Compatibility Phase
w6x. This phase is the only one which requires the complicated machinery
of two dimensional periodicity. The other phases are straightforward,
requiring mostly bookkeeping w1x. They are described in Section 8.
The goal is to partition the initial set of candidates into active disjoint
blocks of the uncompressed text. In so doing, some candidates may prove
to be inconsistent with the text and are eliminated. When we are done,
each active block contains a set of compatible candidates. We construct
the blocks in a logarithmic number of rounds by merging active regions of
the text. To construct a given block B of size mrd = mrd, we first merge
candidates within individual columns of B, then we merge the columns.
Conceptually, when we merge within a column Žor among columns., the
entire column Žor final block B . can be represented by the root of a binary
tree. Each leaf of the tree represents a single candidate Žor a single active
column.. Merging is done bottom up from the leaves at each internal node.
Each merge requires only a single witness.
We present a somewhat more detailed explanation for candidates within
a single column. From the selection phase, candidates are initially stored
in column lists C j j s 1 . . . n. A column spans the entire height of the
uncompressed text. Within a single column are a number, k, of candidates
distributed into some number of active blocks. By scanning through a
column list, we can set up the first round of duels on a list D 1. Duels occur
between adjacent pairs of candidates within the same block Ži.e., the first
two candidates in the block, the next two, etc.. If there are an odd number
of candidates in a block, then the final candidate goes on list D 1 as an
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unpaired or dummy duel. If a candidate is the sole candidate in its block,
then it is immediately stored on the winners list rather than the duel list.
After the first round of duels, some candidates are eliminated and some
candidates are grouped together as a compatible set Žat this stage, sets
contain at most two candidates.. In the second round of duels, surviving
sets are paired by scanning list D 1. Rather than storing all the surviving
candidates on D 2 , we store a pointer to the set. Again, each odd set will be
stored as an unpaired duel and lone sets in a block are stored on the
winners list. We repeat this procedure for a logarithmic number of rounds.
The number of candidates or sets stored on list Di in round i is O Ž kr2 i .
and the total number of items stored over all the rounds is O Ž k .. Below we
will show that for each duel, we need at most one witness to compare the
dueling sets of candidates. Thus, we need at most O Ž cŽT .. witnesses in the
entire algorithm. In each round, the list of witnesses is sorted using a
modified radix sort and then the content of each witness is determined by
reference to the finger tree of text characters ŽSection 6.2.. Once we have
the witness characters, candidate patterns that do not match the text are
eliminated.
6.1. Specifics for the Candidate Classes
When the pattern is nonperiodic, the procedure is straightforward. At
every duel, at most one candidate survives to the next stage. The procedure for the remaining periodicity classes is outlined below. For brevity, we
only describe the steps when we are merging columns. Merging within a
column reduces to either the nonperiodic case or the line periodic case.
The following lists of assumptions and notation are common to all the
procedures below.
Assumptions and Notation
P is the original pattern array.
Whenever we use P or a subarray of P as a pattern, we have
precomputed the table Witness Žand Alt-Witness if necessary ..
ˆ CX and Cˆ are, respectively, the first r rows, the
The subarrays RX , R,
last r rows, the first c columns and the last c columns of P, where the
quadrant I basis vector of P is v s Ž r, c ..
B1 and B2 are, respectively, the left and right sets of candidates being
merged.
Each set contains a candidate list ordered by nondecreasing column
index.
Within the candidate lists, c1 is the last candidate in B1 and c 2 is the
first candidate in B2 .
v
v

v

v

v

v
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Lattice Periodic Patterns
Assumptions:
v

P is mr5 lattice periodic.

1. Make candidates compatible. When merging B1 and B2 , find the
witness w for c1 and c 2 Žif it exists. using the witness tables. Every
candidate contains element w and at most, one set of candidates can agree
with the text character at w.
Radiant Periodic Patterns
Assumptions:
P is mr5 radiant periodic.
The subarrays P X containing P w0, 0x and Pˆ containing P w m y 1,
m y 1x, both of size at least 3mr5 = 3mr5, are maximal mr5 lattice
periodic.
v
v

1. Make candidates sparse. Merge to blocks of size r = c. Ž P is nonperiodic for this block size by Observation 7..
2. Find P X in text. Run the entire text analysis using P X as the pattern.
Each remaining candidate is an occurrence of P X .
3. Make candidates monotonic. Merge to blocks of size mr5 = mr5.
Here, we do not look at witnesses. When combining sets B1 and B2 ,
examine c1 and c 2 . If they are not monotonically ordered, then if P X has
width m, eliminate c1 , else if P X has height m eliminate c 2 , else eliminate
both. Repeat Žwith new c1 andror c 2 . until the candidates in both sets are
monotonic ŽCorollary 2..
4. Find Pˆ in text. Run the entire text analysis using Pˆ as the pattern.
ˆ
Each remaining candidate is an occurrence of P.
5. Make candidates within the same column of r = c blocks compatible.
Ža. For each candidate, if it is one of several candidates in the same
column of r = c blocks Žfrom Step 1.., verify that it is an occurrence of
ˆ ŽFrom Step 1, each r = c block contains at most one
both RX and R.
candidate and from Step 3, the candidates are already monotonic. Therefore, at most four candidates can overlap the same text row segment and
the verification for all the candidates can be done simultaneously in
O Ž cŽT .. time. See Section 8.2.2..
Žb. Here, we do not look at witnesses. Let the candidates in the same
column of r = c blocks be d1 , . . . , d k . The procedure call CompareŽ d1 , d 2 .
Žbelow. makes the candidates compatible ŽCorollary 6.. Let next Ž c . be the
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candidate following candidate c. Let precŽ c . be the candidate preceding
candidate c.
Compare(a,b)
If b s null exit;
else if a s null Compare(b, next(b));
else if a and b are compatible, Compare(b, next(b));
else if the witness for a and b falls to the right of PaX ,
eliminate a, Compare(b,prec(a));
else if the witness for a and b falls below PaX , eliminate b,
Compare(a, next(b));
6. Make candidates within the same row of r = c blocks compatible.
Ža. For each candidate, if it is one of several candidates in the same
ˆ
row of r = c blocks, verify that it is an occurrence of both CX and C.
Žb. Similar to Step 5Žb..
7. Find RX and CX . Verify, for each candidate, if it is an occurrence of
both RX and CX . If not, discard the candidate. ŽThis works within our time
bounds because we have initially made the candidates within the same row
or column of r = c blocks compatible..
8. Make candidates compatible. For each final active block B, scan
backwards through its candidate list. Initially, let the current candidate, d,
be the last candidate. If d is incompatible with the preceding candidate x
in the list, eliminate x, else set d s x. Repeat to the beginning of the list
ŽCorollary 4..
Line Periodic Patterns
Assumptions:
v

P is mr5 line periodic.

If the central 3mr5 = 3mr5 subarray of P is not mr5 lattice
periodic, then Pc en t r al is this subarray. Else, Pc ent r al is the central subarray
extended so that it is maximal mr5 lattice periodic.
v

1. Make candidates sparse. Merge to blocks of size r = mr5 and independently up to size mr5 = c. Ž P is nonperiodic for these block sizes by
Observation 7..
2. Find RX and CX . Verify, for each candidate, if it is an occurrence of
both RX and CX . If not, discard the candidate. ŽThis works within our time
bounds because we have initially made the candidates sparse..
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3. If Pc en t r al is maximal lattice periodic.
Ža. Find Pc ent r al . Run the entire text analysis using Pc ent r al as the
pattern. Each remaining candidate is an occurrence of Pc ent r al .
Žb. Make candidates monotonic. Merge to blocks of size mr5 =
mr5. Here, we do not look at witnesses. When combining sets B1 and B2 ,
examine c1 and c 2 . If they are not monotonically ordered, then if Pc ent r al
has width m, eliminate c1 , else if Pc en t r al has height m eliminate c 2 , else
eliminate both. Repeat Žwith new c1 andror c2 . until the candidates in
both sets are monotonic ŽCorollary 2..
Žc. Make candidates compatible. For each final active block B, scan
backwards through its candidate list. Initially, let the current candidate, d,
be the last candidate. If d is incompatible with the preceding candidate x
in the list, eliminate x, else set d s x. Repeat to the beginning of the list
ŽCorollary 4..
4. If Pc ent r al is not lattice periodic.
Ža. Make candidates compatible. Merge to blocks of size mr5 =
mr5. When combining sets B1 and B2 , examine c1 and c 2 .
Ži. If they are not monotonically ordered, then find the witness w
for c1 and c 2 using the witness table for Pc ent r al . ŽSuch a witness exists
because Pc ent r al is not lattice periodic.. Every candidate contains element
w and at most one set of candidates can agree with the text character at w.
Žii. If c1 and c 2 are monotonically ordered but not compatible,
then we do not use any witness. Instead, discard c1 and repeat Žwith new c1 .
until c1 and c 2 are compatible ŽCorollary 4..
THEOREM 9. The Block Compatibility phase is correct and runs in time
O Ž< cŽT .<..
Proof. The correctness follows from the theorems and corollaries given
in Section 4 and w1, 2, 4x. The total number of set merging steps is
O Ž< cŽT .<.. Each merge requires a single witness or contains extra steps that
do not require looking up witnesses, but are bounded in total by the
number of candidates. All verifications can be done in time O Ž< cŽT .<. Žsee
Section 8.2.. One difficulty that arises is retrieving the text characters at
the witness locations. In the next section, we show how to do this in time
O Ž< cŽT .<.. Thus, the total time is O Ž< cŽT .<..
6.2. Looking up Witnesses
Here, we bound the time required to look up witnesses. In particular, we
will have log m batches of witnesses from the duel lists with O Ž< cŽT .<r2 i .
witnesses in batch i, and thus O Ž< cŽT .<. witnesses in total. We define the
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Batch Dictionary Lookup Problem to be:
Preprocess. A list Lw1..n x of n distinct sorted numbers.
Gi¨ en. A sequence W1 , . . . , Wlog n of sorted lists such that there are no
more than nr2 i numbers in Wi .
Output. A new sequence N1 , . . . Nlog n of lists such that Ni w j x s k if
w
L k y 1x F Wi w j x - Lw k x. Furthermore, we must compute the Ni in
batches, that is, we must compute Ni after seeing Wi but before seeing
Wiq1.
In our case, L contains the locations of the O Ž< cŽT .<. initial characters
in the runs of the row compressed run length compression of T. The Wi
contain witness locations from the duels. Each Ni tells us where to look up
the value of the text characters at the witness locations.
6.2.1. Sorting the Witnesses
The values in L are given to us in sorted order, first by row and then by
column. Initially, the Wi are not sorted. We sort them using a modified
radix sort. ŽThe first pass is on the column indices and the second pass is
on the row indices}we show how to do the first pass.. Recall that T has
uncompressed size n = n and n F O Ž< cŽT .<..
WITNESS SORT
1. Bucket sort the keys in Wi into n buckets B1 , . . . , Bn , and keep a
nonduplicative index list L of buckets that contain keys.
2. Bucket sort the indices in L into nr2 i buckets I1 , . . . , In r2 i . Each
bucket contains at most 2 i indices and there are at most
O Ž< cŽT .<r2 i . indices in total.
3. Sort each of the buckets I1 , . . . , In r2 i using a comparison based
sorting algorithm.
4. Pick up the buckets I in order and use the sorted indices to pick
up the buckets B that contain keys in order.
THEOREM 10. The time to sort all the keys in the Wi is O Ž< cŽT .<..
Proof. To sort a single Wi containing at most O Ž< cŽT .<r2 i . keys takes
O Ž< cŽT .<r2 i . time in Steps 1, 2 and 4. Each index in Step 3 is sorted using
O Žlog 2 i . s O Ž i . comparisons and there are O Ž< cŽT .<r2 i . indices, for a
total time in Step 3 and thus in all the steps of O Ž< cŽT .< ir2 i .. For all the
m Ž< Ž .<
i.
Ž< Ž .<..
Wi we have Ýlog
is1 O c T ir2 s O c T
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6.2.2. Finger Trees
THEOREM 11. The Batch Dictionary Lookup Problem can be sol¨ ed in
O Ž n. time.
Proof. Note that since both L and the Wi are sorted, the lookup
problem is equivalent to merging the two lists. Brown and Tarjan w8x
showed a linear time finger tree construction algorithm. They further
showed that sorted lists of size n and m can be merged in time
O Ž m logŽ nrm.. once we have built a finger tree on the list of length n. In
our case, we build a finger tree on L in time O Ž n., and then compute Ni
for list Wi of size m F nr2 i in time O Ž nr2 i logŽ2 i .. s O Ž nir2 i .. The total
n Ž
i.
Ž .
work is therefore O Ž n. q Ýlog
is1 O nir2 s O n .
7. PATTERN PREPROCESSING
For the pattern preprocessing part of the algorithm, the input is the
m = m pattern P. ŽFor the remainder of this paper, we will assume that
the pattern is a square array to simplify the explanation, although, our
algorithm applies to any rectangular array..
DEFINITION 6. A pattern characteristic seam is the location of any
single row seam. An array can have one of two orientations, either the
original presentation of the array, or a rotation of the array by 908. Given
an orientation, rows increase from top down and columns increase from
left to right.
ALGORITHM PATTERN PREPROCESSING
1. Select an orientation of the pattern (and text) so that at least one
row seam exists. Re-index so that the rows increase from top to bottom
and the columns increase from left to right.
2. Choose a pattern characteristic seam. For every pattern row,
note the closest non-stripe row below and above it.
3. Analyze pattern for periodicity class and produce Witness table
(and Alt-Witness table if the pattern is lattice periodic).
A row seam exists in one of the two orientations of the pattern or else
the pattern is trivial. The pattern characteristic seam is used in the
candidate selection phase. The location of the closest non-stripe row is
used in the verification phase.
Complexity. The pattern classification, Witness table and Alt-Witness
table can be obtained in time O Ž P . w2, 4, 10x. The remaining steps are
easily performed in time O Ž P ..
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8. TEXT ANALYSIS: CANDIDATE SELECTION AND
VERIFICATION PHASES
The remaining phases of the text analysis algorithm perform the initial
selection of candidates and the final verification of copies of the pattern.
The techniques are straightforward, constituting mostly scans of the text
and data structures to handle bookkeeping.
8.1. Text Analysis}Candidate Selection
Each candidate must contain a pattern characteristic seam. Recall that a
candidate is the row and column index of the upper left corner of a
candidate pattern. We store candidates on column lists C1 , . . . , Cnymq1
and row lists R1 , . . . R nymq1 for use in the remaining stages of the text
analysis. We scan the row compressed form of the text, row by row looking
for characteristic seams. If such a seam is found, we compute the indices
T w r, c x of the candidate and put it on the column list Cc and row list R r .
This phase clearly takes time O Ž< cŽT .<. and limits the initial number of
candidates to O Ž< cŽT .<..
8.2. Text Analysis}Verification
In the verification phase, we need to deal with two types of situations. In
one situation, we are verifying a possibly large group of overlapping
compatible candidates Žsuch as candidates for the entire pattern P or the
subarray P X .. In the other situation, we are verifying monotonically ordered not necessarily compatible subarrays Žsuch as RX or CX ., but only a
constant number of the subarrays can overlap Žsee Fig. 8.. For each block
of candidates, we have a candidate list sorted by nondecreasing column
index. Each of the candidates is also linked onto a row list R i from the
candidate selection step.
In testing the candidates against the text, we employ the following main
ideas:
For each segment of the text, at most 2Ž d q 1. 2 blocks must be
examined. These blocks are the only ones whose candidates could contain
the first or last character of the segment.
v

Long segments Žwith length ) m. in the text, may represent a
stripe in many candidates. We note that a stripe occurs in these candidates
without actually marking each one.
v

We can verify that row stripes in a candidate pattern contain the
correct symbol using a single compressed column of the text.
v
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FIG. 8. Pairs of boxes represent columns of r = c blocks containing at least two candidates. ŽIntervening columns of blocks with only one candidate are excluded.. Each block
X
contains at most one candidate for R . The candidates in blocks A and D both contain text
segment S. Because the candidates are monotonic, the only other candidates that can contain
S are in blocks B and C.

8.2.1. Verifying Compatible Candidates
When we verify a group of overlapping compatible candidates in the
mrd = mrd blocks, we proceed as follows. We scan the row compressed
form of the text, row by row. For each segment S in text row r, we test S
against at most 2Ž d q 1. 2 blocks whose candidates could contain either the
first or last character of S. Let B be one of those blocks. Of the candidates
in B, not all may contain row r of the text. In particular, only candidates in
rows r y m q 1, . . . , r will contain row r. If B contains characters in rows
- r y m q 1 or in rows ) r then those candidates must be removed from
consideration before testing the segments in text row r. We use the lists R i
to remove candidates from consideration in two passes through the text, a
top-down pass and a bottom-up pass.
VERIFY CANDIDATES USING TEXT ROWS
/ U Top Down U /
1. For r s m q 1 . . . n
1.1 Remove candidates on row list R rym from the block lists.
1.2 Process text row r segments using only blocks which contain no candidates below row r.
2. Restore the block lists with the surviving candidates.
/ U Bottom-Up U /
3. For r s n y m . . . 1
3.1 Remove candidates on row list R rq1 from the block lists.
3.2 Process text row r segments using only blocks which contain no candidates abo¨ e row r y m q 1.
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Once we have removed candidates from consideration, let the remaining
candidates in B be Ž c1 . . . c k .. In the processing steps, we test S against the
first Ž c1 . and last Ž c k . candidates in the list. If a mismatch is found at
either candidate, that candidate is eliminated and the test is repeated.
Ultimately, either both c1 and c k match the text and so do those in
between Žbecause the candidates are all compatible and agree on the area
of overlap. or all the candidates are eliminated.
A complication arises when S is a long text segment that does not start
or end within B, but passes through B. Candidates in B actually match S
if S is a stripe in those candidates. In order to preserve our time bounds,
we do not test S against B’s candidates. Instead, we can determine if the
stripe is correctly positioned by maintaining a record of the last text row
matched against c1 and c k and testing this the next time we come back to
test c1 and c k . ŽThat is why we recorded the closest non-stripe row below
and above each row in the pattern preprocessing.. If we ever find that we
have skipped a row which is not a stripe, then all the candidates can be
eliminated.
At this point, the remaining candidates match the pattern except for the
possible occurrence of mismatched stripes. If the pattern contains no row
stripes, we are done. Otherwise, we do a final test using the column
compressed form of the text. For each block list, we scan down a single
compressed text column that covers all candidate patterns in the list,
matching segments as described above. For a long text column segment,
we now test every candidate it covers. At this point, the remaining
candidates must be occurrences of the pattern. All nonstripe rows have
been verified against the row compressed form of the text and every stripe
row is verified against one column of the column compressed form of the
text.
8.2.2. Verifying Candidates That May Not Be Compatible
When we are verifying monotonically ordered subarrays which are not
necessarily compatible, but which overlap only a constant number of other
ˆ we
subarrays ŽFig. 8., we proceed as follows. If we are verifying RX or R,
use the row compressed form of the text. We scan row by row. For each
segment S in text row r, we test S against the constant number of
candidates that could contain either the first or last character of S and
remove any that produce a mismatch. We deal with long text segments as
above, using the column compressed form of the text to identify misˆ we
matched row stripes in the candidate subpatterns. To verify CX or C,
proceed in an analogous way, except we use the column compressed form
of the text to do the initial scan of segments and the row compressed form
to identify mismatched column stripes in the candidate subpatterns.
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THEOREM 12. The ¨ erification phase takes time O Ž< cŽT .<..
Proof. Each text row segment needs to check at most 2Ž d q 1. 2 blocks
Ž d s constant. with candidates containing the segment. Candidates are
removed from consideration in the top down and bottom up scans so only
candidates that could contain S are examined. Examination of a candidate
is either successful, ending the processing for that segment, or causes the
candidate to be eliminated. The number of tests for the row segments is
thus bounded by the number of row segments and the number of candidates. The number of tests by the column segments is also bounded by the
number of segments and the number of candidates. All tests are bounded
by O Ž< cŽT .<., thus this phase takes O Ž2Ž d q 1. 2 ? < cŽT .<. s O Ž< cŽT .<..

9. SUMMARY
We have described the compressed matching problem for two-dimensional run-length compression and given an algorithm that solves this
problem Žfor all but trivial patterns. in time O Ž< cŽT .< q < P <.. This is the
first optimal multidimensional compressed matching algorithm. It is our
hope that this modest start will encourage further study of one and
multidimensional compressed matching algorithms. Such a study should
find efficient search techniques for known compressions as well as stimulate the definition of interesting new compressions that enable efficient
compressed search.
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